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Dear All

Report Bolillo
Sunday 11 November 2018, during feeding 07:30 - 08:30:
Bollilo did not come to the bonding enclosures. OJ & Iron were fed and secured. The Emoya team and security
located Bolillo ±30 meters in the bush. Although he was sternal and reactive to our calls, he did not approach the
fence, which was unusual. A drone was used to obtain footage.
We contacted Dr Caldwell and Old Chapel Clinic. Dr Caldwell was not available for a call out. We contacted Dr
Stuart McKernan. Dr Mckernan could only be at Emoya at 16:00 the afternoon.
Bolillo was monitored and reports were send every 30 minutes regarding any movement. Although he got up
frequently to drink water it was clear that he was not feeling well.
Bolillo was sedated late the afternoon:
Normal breathing
No fever
He had two small lacerations which was not treated
He was treated with cortisone, anti-biotics, a vitamin cocktail and fluids
Blood was taken for assessment and results will be send asap
Bolillo is contained in a smaller bonding enclosure for observation purposes
Bolillo was checked every 30 minutes from 18:00 to 24:00 and thereafter every hour
12 & 13 November 2018:
Bolillo is confined in a bonding enclosure
He responds to vehicles and caretakers
He has a good appetite
He moves around with ease but has a slight limp with his left hind leg
He is still being monitored
Conclusion:
There is no apparent diagnoses currently.
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